
 

BOARD SPOTLIGHT  
By Todd Thoeming, ISPA Third Vice-President 

 
Greetings from Davenport. I’m having trouble believing I’m on my fourth 
year as a member of the Iowa State Police Association (ISPA) Executive 
Board; it’s gone by so fast. Have you ever thought of becoming a board 
member but talked yourself out of running? Let’s look at some of the 
excuses we’ve all heard and dispel the myths about them. 
 

 Eight years is a long time for the commitment. As I stated, I 
can’t believe four years has gone by. When I first got on the board, the 
president and past president both told me the time would fly. I thought 
they were crazy, but so far they’re right. It’s flying by.  
 

 I don’t have the time to spare. As a member of the ISPA Board, 
you’re also on the Rabiner Treatment Center (RTC) Board. The boards meet two days 
every other month. This is only 12 days a year. 

 

 I’m too young. Past President Burdess was the youngest person to be voted onto the 
ISPA Board at the age of 28, only to be under-aged by current President Snyder at the 
age of 25. 

 

 I don’t have much time before I retire or I’m too old. Senior Director Bob Flannery 
was already retired after serving 38 years on the Dubuque Police Department before 
being elected to the board. (As a side note: If you didn’t get a chance to read Bob’s 
article in the last Iowa Police Journal about retirement, you should it — it’s a great article 
that will get you thinking.) 

 

 My department or local is too small to host the conference. The 2013 conference 
was held in Newton. They proved that a smaller department or local can host an 
excellent conference. 

 
These are some of the excuses I’ve heard; I even said one or two of them myself before I ran 
for the board. Now let’s look at some of the reasons being on the board is one of the best 
decisions I’ve made. 
 

 Protecting our pensions. As all of us are aware, there are organizations and 
individuals who would like to see major reform to our pension system. We attend the 
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 pension committee meetings at the capital. We meet with the committee members to 
ensure they understand how our system works and how it differs from the other systems. 
So far we have been successful in maintaining our system the way it is. 

 

 Helping troubled youth. As I have mentioned before, we are on the RTC Board of 
Directors. We help decide the policy for the RTC to allow the best treatment and 
schooling possible for the boys. In listening to the guest speakers from the RTC at 
conference, it appears we are being successful. We also attend a legislative breakfast to 
meet with legislators to help maintain funding for the RTC and other facilities like it.  

 

 Lobbying for new laws. With the help of our lobbyists, we were able to get some of the 
resolutions voted on at the conference. 

 

 Helping with regional and national issues. The board attends the joint public safety 
meeting with the other law enforcement and public safety associations in the state. The 
senior board members also attend the mid-states conference and National Association 
of Police Organizers (NAPO) conferences. This allows us to find concerns and trends 
pertaining to law enforcement from other areas of the country. 

 

 Making true friends. Observe the past presidents at the conference. You can sense the 
closeness and respect for each other as ones that have accomplished a lot together. 

 
If you have thought of becoming a board member for the ISPA, ask any of the board members 
or past presidents if the benefits outweigh the deficits. I bet every one of them will answer they 
do by a long shot. So don’t talk yourself out of running for the board. 
 


